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Abstract 
In the first chapter, we provide the necessary knowledge of K3 surfaces and its 
moduli space. After these preparations, we prove the Arakelov-Yau type inequal-
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Preface 
This paper is a reading report on the partial material discussed on the seminars 
presided by Prof. Zuo Kang in the academic year 2001-2002. During that time, 
Prof. Zuo and Prof. Viehweg have obtained several important works on geom-
etry of moduli spaces (cf.[25],[26],[27]). These works are the first input to my 
knowledge of geometry of moduli spaces. As an attempt, I try to understand the 
Arakelov-Yau type inequalities for family of K3 surfaces. Philosophically speak-
ing, one can view such an inequality as the algebraic geometry version of Yau's 
generalized Schwarz lemma. The precise formulation is achieved by using Hodge 
theory, (cf. [13]) Interesting results appear in recent papers [22] and [28] when 
the inequality reaches its equality. 
I would like to thank Prof. Tang Siu-Hung for his care and help on my study, 
Mr. Ghen Bing-Long and Mr. Zhang Yi for their patient explanations to my 
questions. I want to give special thanks to Prof. Zuo, who guides me study of 
complex algebraic geometry, and kindly allows me to reproduce here his results 
and ideas in statements and proofs of Theorem 2.2.2, Theorem 2.3.2, which are 
appeared in [13], [22], [26] respectively. 
Chapter 1 
What Is K3 Surface? 
1.1 Algebraic K3 Surface 
1.1.1 Definition and Examples 
Definition 1.1.1 (K3 Surface). A smooth algebraic surface X is called a K3 
surface if the canonical line bundle Kx is trivial and the irregularity g = 0. 
Example 1.1.2 (Complete Intersection). 
let di G Z, > 2 for z = 1, 2 , . . . , n — 2. A smooth complete intersection of type 
(di,..., dn-2) in CP"' is a surface X which is the transversal intersection of n — 2 
hyper surf aces of degree d i , . . . , dn-2 respectively. 




Proof: (i) follows from theorem of Lefschetz on hyperplane section. 
(ii) Let I be the ideal of X in CP^. By definition of X , we have a surjective 
2 
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sheaf morphism Of>n{-di) 0 . . . © Ofn{-dn-2) / . Let i : X ^ CP"" be the 
inclusion. Restricting the morphism to X, we have a surjective sheaf morphism 
on X. That is i * 0 ^ n { — d i ) ) I / P . Both sides of sheaves are locally free 
of rank n — 2. Hence it is an isomorphism. Consider the following exact sequence 
0 — / / / 2 — ^ 0 
we have an isomophism from the exact sequence f^ pn) = / P ) 0 K^. 
Therefore 
n-2 





For our purpose, X is a K3 surface if we require ^ di = n + 1. Since the 
irregularity is half of first Betti number by Hodge theorem, it is zero by simply 
connectedness of X. 
Example 1.1.4 (Double Covering). 
The covering construction is well used in the construction of algebraic variety 
with given invariants. In our case, the double covering X over CP^ branched 
along a smooth degree 6 curve is a K3 surface. 
Proposition 1.1.5. Let Y be an smooth algebraic surface and TT \ X Y he 
the double covering of Y by taking square root of a smooth divisor B on Y. Let 
= then 
(i)Kx = 7r*{KY0jC) 
(n)x{Ox) = 2X{OY) + K A K y ) + |(二/：) 
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Proof: (i) follows from Riemann-Hurwitz formula. 
Apply the Leray spectral sequence to TT : X ^ Y and structure sheaf of X, 
= W{Y, Wtt.Ox) 4 = Ox) 
The beginning of this spectral sequence leads to the exact sequence 
And we know that 
TT.Ox = O y ® C - \ = 0, z > 0 





=x{Oy) + x{c-') 
(iii) Pg{X) = x(Ox) - 1 + Ox). By the exact sequence (*), we get 
h\X,Ox) = h\Y,7r,Ox) = � 1 ) 
By Riemann-Roch theorem and Serre duality, 
Oy e £-1) = -X{OY) + h%Y, Oy © £-1) + h%Y, K y e ( / : 0 Ky)) 
= - X { O Y ) + Oy) + C-') + /l�(y, Ky) + C 0 Ky) 
=-X{Oy) + 1 + Pg{Y) + /l�(y，C (g) Ky) 
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Therefore pg{Y) = Pg{Y) + C ^ K y ) . 
• 
In our case, we set Y 二 CP^, C 二（9p2(3). By the above proposition we then have 
Kx 二 7r*(C>]p2(-3) <S> (9p2(3)) 二 7r*(CV) = Ox, 
And 
x(C^x) = 2, p,(X) = 1, g(X) = p,(X) — Pa(X) = 1 — — 1) = 0. 
For algebracity of X, we refer the reader to the Fact 2 listed in Remark 1.1.8. 
Altogether, we show that X is a K3 surface. 
Example 1.1.6 (Kummer Surface). 
Kummer surface is Kummer variety of dimension 2. We explain Kummer con-
struction from abelian surface and then show Kummer surface is a K3 surface. 
This kind of K3 surface is very important in the study of the global Torelli theo-
rem of K3 surface. 
Let A be an abelian surface. After fixing one point on surface as the origin, A 
acquires a group structure which is isomorphic to (R /Zy . Let r be the involution 
of A given by a i—> —a. The fixed points of r are the order 2 points of the group 
A. There are thus 16 points Pi,..., Pig. 
Let (J : A A be the blow-up of these 16 points and Ei = cr-1 (只）the excep-
tional curves. Let r be the extension of r to an involution on A (this is natural 
since the points on exceptional curves are determined by the derivatives of curves 
approaching the fixed points). 
Set X = A/{1, T}. Denote by tt : A X the natural projection. 
Proposition 1.1.7. X is an algebraic K3 surface. 
Proof: First we show that X is smooth. The fixed points of r on A is 16 
exceptional curves. Hence tt is unramified outside Ei. We need only check that 
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X is smooth at 7r{q) where q G Ei. 
Writing A = C^/P, we can choose a neighborhood oip E A with local coordinates 
{x,y} such that r*{x) = —x, T*(y) = —y. Let x = a*(x),y = cr*(y). Then we 
can assume that {x, t = y/x} are local coordinates of q on A. Note that 
T*{x) = T*o a*{x) = [a o f)*(x) = (r o cr)*(a：) = —a*{x) = —x, 
Similarly, r*{y) = —y. We find 
So li 二 and t descend to regular functions on a neighborhood of 7r{q) on X. 
And clearly {u, t} form local coordinates at 7r(g). Thus X is smooth. 
Secondly we shall calculate the canonical divisor K^. Let ou = dx /\ dy he the 
generator of Since T*{UJ) 二 UJ, A*CJ is invariant under r*. So there 
exists a rational 2-form a on X such that 7r*a = a*Lj. It is clear that div(a) is 
supported in 7r(Ei). Let q e Ei as above. 
cr*(a;) 二 d^ 八 dp = d:^  A d(tx) = ；^  . d无八 dt = -du 八 d力 
2 
Hence a is holomorphic at q and div(a) = 0. The existence of a nowhere zero 
holomorphic 2-form shows that K^ = Ox-
Finally, we will show the irregularity is zero. But by Hodge theorem, this is 
equivalent to the zero dimension of O]^). Take any (3 G H0(X, n]^). 7r*p is 
an 1-form on A invariant under � * , which naturally gives a r-invariant 1-form on 
Since O^) = Spanc{c^x, c^y}, we find that any r-invariant 1-form must 
be zero. This implies P = 0. 
• 
Remark 1.1.8. For the projectivity (algehracity) of Example 1.1.4 and Example 
1.1.6, we remind the reader to the following facts 
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Fact 1 Let X he a compact surface and Y be obtained from X by blowing up a point. 
Then X is projective if and only if Y is projective. 
Fact 2 Let X, Y be compact surfaces and f : X — Y be a finite morphism. Then X 
is projective if and only Y is projective. 
1.1.2 Topological Invariants of K3 Surfaces 
It is very important to know the topological invariants first if we want to study 
the variation of complex structure of K3 surface. Since it is well-known that all 
algebraic K3 surfaces have the same diffeomorphism type, we will calculate the 
topological invariants from any example as we want. 
The basic topological invariants are fundamental group, integral cohomology (ho-
mology) groups. 
Let X be an algebraic K3 surface, as shown in Example 1.1.2，X is simply con-
nected, and then the first cohomolgy group Z) = 0 
By Serre duality, x i ^ x ) = 2 and Kx = Ox, which implies Ci{X) = 0. Noether 
formula says that 
x{Ox) = ^{cl{X) + c,{X)) 
So C2(X) = 24. 
Thom-Hirzebruch index theorem says that the index of X 
T � = 臺 綱 
And since X is a complex manifold ( by definition), 
T p O = 臺 = - 2C2(X)) = - 1 6 
By Gauss-Bonnet theorem, C2(X) = XtopiX) = 6�— + 62 - 63 + 64 = 2 + 62. 
This implies 62 = 22. Hence the signature of K3 surface is (3，19). 
Notation 1.1.9. 
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(0 l\ 
Denote by H the hyperbolic lattice which is an even unimodular lattice 
乂 1 o j 
of signature of (1,1); 
Denote by Eg the root lattice Eg. As a Z-module, E込二 and on the canonical 
basis, the matrix (< e^ , ej >) is the Cartan matrix of the root system Eg, explicitly 
卜 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 、 
0 2 0 - 1 0 0 0 0 
- 1 0 2 - 1 0 0 0 0 
0 - 1 - 1 2 - 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 - 1 2 - 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 - 1 2 - 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 - 1 2 - 1 
� 0 0 0 0 0 0 —1 2 y 
The lattice Eg is an even unimodular positive definite lattice of rank 8; 
Denote by (n) the lattice of rank 1 with the intersection matrix (n); 
We put 
L = —Es® —丑8® 丑® i^® 丑 
L/C = L 0 C with ( , ) extended C-bilinearly 
Lr = L (g) R with ( , ) extended M-bilinearly. 
Proposition 1.1.10. Let X be an algebraic K3 surface. Z) is free module 
of rank 22. And it is isometric to L when equipped with the cup product. 
Proof: If we can show Hi(X, Z) is torsion free, then Z) ^ Hom(H2(X，Z), Z) 
is a free module. Let a is a torsion element of order n. Then there exists a non-
trivial unramified covering Y ^ X of degree n. Since the pull back of the nowhere 
zero holomorphic 2-form on X gives a nowhere holomorphic 2-form on Y, we have 
Ky ^ Oy, c i (y) = 0, p^iY) = 1, xtopiY) = nxtoAX). 
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No ether's formula now reads as follows 
2 — q{Y) = X{OY) 二 N)dOx) 二 2n 
Hence n = 1, i.e a = 0. 
For the next result, we need only compare the rank, index and parity of both 
lattices since these three numbers determine an indefinite unimodular lattice up 
to isometry. About this fact, we refer the reader to Serre's book [20] Chapter V, 
P 53. The rank and index have already matched with L as shown above, we need 
only to check the parity of Z). For this, we recall from [17] the following 
identity: 
< > = < > (mod2),Vx G Z), 
Here Sq (^rr) = x U x, z/2 is the Wu class, fi the fundamental class of X . By Wu's 
formula 
购(X) = ^ Sq'(iyj) 
i+j=ik 
Note that for X , wi{X) = 0, W2{X) = Ci(X)(mod2) = 0, Hence 
Wi{X) = SqO(z/i) + Sqi(i/o) = 
W2{X) = Sq0O2)+ Sqi("i )+ Sq2("o) = "2 + "i U 
So "2 = 0, and this implies Sq^(X) = 0(mod2). This means Z) is an even 
lattice, which is also the parity of lattice L. 
• 
Corollary 1.1.11. X is an algebraic K3 surface. Then: 
"0’1 � = / ^ 1 ’ 0 � = " 2 ’ i ( x ) = = 0 
/^ 0，2 ⑷ 二 /^ 1’0 ⑷ = 1 
"i，i(X) = 20 
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Proof: This directly follows from Kodaira-Serre duality and Hodge theorem. 
• 
Corollary 1.1.12. X is an algebraic K3 surface. Let Tx be the holomorphic 
tangent bundle of X. We have 
"0(73^) = 二 0; h \ r x ) = 2 0 . 
Proof: There is a canonical isomorphism for locally free sheaves(二vector bundle). 
Let ^ be a locally sheaf of rank n, then for any integer 0 < r < n, one have 
r n—r n 
八 o n ^ A o ^ v )③八(巧 
Let J^  = Tx, r = 1, we have Tx = ^x = ^x- Then the result follows from 
corollary 1.1.11. 
• 
Corollary 1.1.13. Any algebraic K3 surface X has a smooth Kuranishi family 
with dim 5 = dimHi(足 Tx) = 20. 
Proof: We refer this to [2],Chapter I,(10.4)(10.5). One gratuitous remark is that 
one identifies the tangent space of parametrizing(deformation) space with H^  (Tx), 
and local defining equations of parametrizing space depend on whose van-
ishing means the deformation depends locally on free parameters (^unobstructed). 
• 
Corollary 1.1.14. The map Ci : Pic(X) Z), sending a line bundle to 
its first Chern class, is injective, hence Ci maps Pic(X) isomorphically onto the 
Picard lattice Z) = H2(X,Z) fl 
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Proof: Consider the long exact sequence of sheaf cohomolgy associated to the 
exponential sequence 0 —> Z ^ Ox — O^ — 0. The begining of the sequence 
reads as follows: 
0 二 Hi(X, Ox) — Hi(X, 二 Pic(X) ^ E\X, Z) — H2(X, Ox) 
Here H2(X,Z) C Z) 0 C - =炉’。(乂) © 0 ff'^'^(X). 
the last map is the projection of Z) to 丑。’= Ox). Therefore 
the kernel of last map is B^'^(X) fl Z). Since the sequence is exact, this 
corollary follows. 
• 
1.2 Local Torelli Theorem for K3 surfaces 
Torelli type theorem states that Hodge structure of algebraic variety determines 
the complex structure. Before giving the precise account of so-called local Torelli 
theorem for K3 surfaces, we want to introduce some notions closely related with 
the theorem. 
Kodaira-Spencer map 
Let / : ^ ^ A be an infinitesimal deformation of central fibre Afo = X. Consider 
the exact sequence of relative differentials: 
0 4 r n ' ^ ^ ^ ^ 0 
Dualizing it, we have the following exact sequence: 
r r l — 0 
Apply direct image /* to above sequence, we get a sheaf homomorphism 
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The stalk of p at 0 G A , denoted as po is the following linear map 
A) : 7^0，A —Hi (X，730 
Po is called the Kodaira-Spencer map of / . 
Period Domain and Period Map 
Define the period domain of K3 surfaces as the following space 
= e P(ric)|(a;,u;) = 0, >0} 
Here Lc is the complex vector space in notation 1.1.9. It is clear that Vt has dimen-
sion 20, and two connected components are interchanged by complex conjugation. 
In the general Hodge theoretical setting, the period domain is the exactly classify-
ing space of the polarized Hodge structure of weight 2 with the type {Hz, Q, 
here Hz = L, Q is the inner product on L and hP,: = h"^,�= 1，/ii，i 二 20 As shown 
in general in proposition 2.1.10, ^^  is a complex manifold. Actually, on K3 surface 
case, Cl has the following explicit description. 
Proposition 1.2.1. Let Q be the period domain of K3 surfaces. One has iso-
morphism 
o � 0(3，19) 
一 SO(2,R) X 0(1，19) 
Proof: Recall that the signature of L is (3,19), we can choose a canonical basis 
{ e i , . . . , 622} of Lc satisfying the following relations: 
e? = l , l < z < 3 ; e 2 = - 1 , 4 < j < 22; e, • e,- = 0 Vi ^ j 
Under this basis, Q, is identified with vectors in satisfying 
a . J . = 0, Q； • J • > 0 
/13 0 \ 
Here J = • We define the action of 0(3,19) on as multiplication of 
乂 0 — Ii9 乂 
matrices. Transitivity of the action follows from the basis extension with respect 
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to the bilinear form J. Fix an element ao 二（1 : i : 0 :…：0 ) in To compute 
the stationary subgroup of ao under the action, we should solve out all possible 
matrices A G 0(3,19) satisfying the equation 
ao • A — Aa�, A G C* 
It is straightforward to see that the element in the isotropy group is of form 
11 with An e SO(2, R), A22 G 0(1,19). Therefore we have the canon-
\ 0 A22J 
ical isomorphism of complex manifolds: 
O ^ 0(3,19) 
—SO(2,]R) X 0 ( 1 , 1 9 ) 
• 
In his paper [7] II, Griffiths computed the holomorphic tangent space of classifying 
space. In particular, the holomorphic tangent space of period domain Q is known. 
For the purpose of completeness of this paper, we include the statement and proof 
for fl here. 
Proposition 1.2.2. Let [I] G O. We have a canonical isomorphism of the holo-
morphic tangent space at [/] •• 
Proof: By definition, Q is an open subset of a smooth quadric hypersurface in 
Plc = cp2i. Hence %}{[1]) is a vector subspace of ([/]). First we shall identify 
with Hom(/,平).Let A = {t e C, |t| < e}. 7 : A — Pl^ a holomorphic 
map with 7(0) = I and tangent 0 = y(0). Let 7 : A Lc be a lifting of 
7. Associating to I the class of � ( 0 ) in 平 gives a homomorphism I —斥.It 
is a well-defined map. Actually, let 7 be another lifting of 7. Then there is a 
holomorphic map A : A C* such that 7(t) = X{t). j{t). Take the derivative at 
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0, we have the relation � ( 0 ) = A'(0) • 7(0) + A(0) • y (0) which shows the associated 
homomorphism is independent of the choice of lifting. Denote the above map as 
e ^ h{0) 
It is easy to see that 少 is monomorphism. And then by dimension count (both 
sides are of dimension 21), we see that 屯 is an isomorphism between 
and Hom(Z,平)• Next, by definition, the holomorphic tangent space TQ is the 
collection of derivatives of curves lying in fl passing through I, That is the 
derivative of holomorphic map 7 for which the image of 7 is contained in 0. 
Thus for any lifting 7 of 7, we have (7(t),5(力)）=0. Taking derivative at 0, we 
see that (7(0)，〒(0)) = 0. So under 少，the image of tangent vector is contained 
in Hom(Z，牛Again, dimension account shows that the isomorphism 
r o ( [ / ] ) ^ H o m ( / , y ) 
• 
Let X be an algebraic K3 surface, by proposition 1.1.10, we can find an isometry 
of lattices between Z) and L. A choice of isometry 小 is called a marking 
of X. Denote by 0c : C) — Lc the complexification of 
Note that a;^) is one dimensional subspace of C). Let � be any 
non-zero element of ux), it satisfies the following relations: 
/ Cc；八 Lc; = 0; = / o;八 cD>0 (*) 
Jx Jx 
As 0c is an isometry, 0c(u;) satisfies the same relations (*), which then define an 
element in Q. [0c(^)] is called the period point of X under the marking cj). 
Let TT : Af A be a smooth family of K3 surfaces over unit disc. is 
a locally free sheaf over A. Since the unit disc is simply-connected, there exists 
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a global identification $ : R^7r*(Z;f) —> L x A which restricts to each fiber a 
marking : Z) —» L. Here Xs =冗―丄⑷ which is a smooth algebraic K3 
surface. The period map of the family tt is given by associating each point on the 
base manifold, here the unit disc, with the period point of the fiber over it. That 
is the following map: 
(j) : A-^n 
s ^ [Ma): 
Here Us is any non-zero element of f^l^J. 
It is proved by Griffiths in general that the period map is a holomorphic map.(cf. 
7] II) 
By corollary 1.1.13, for any given algebraic K3 surface X, there exists a smooth 
universal infinitesimal deformation (Kuranishi family) f : M — S with central 
fiber MQ — X. We shrink S such that S is an open ball in C^ .^ We states the 
local Torelli theorem as follows: 
Proposition 1.2.3 (Local Torelli Theorem). The period map of f , cj) S — 
^ is a local isomorphism. 
Proof; We divide the proof into two steps. 
Stepl: For the universal family of X , the Kodaira-Spencer map is an isomorphism. 
There is a result of Kodaira-Spencer(cf. [15]): A smooth family is complete if and 
only if the Kodaira-Spencer map is surjective. Then the Kodaira-Spencer map 
Po ：而(0) Tx) for the universal family is an isomorphism because both 
vector spaces have the same dimension 20. 
Step 2: Let [I] = 0(0), and ( # ) o : Ts{0) — be the differential of the period 
map at 0. We claim that {d(j))o factors as ( c ? - )�= V o po-
Here V : } l\X,Tx) Rom{E.^{X, K^), Q]^)) is induced by cup product 
U : H 1 ( X ， K x ) Hi(X, Since K^ = Ox, V is an isomorphism 
of vector spaces. Thus if the claim is true, composed with the result of step 1，we 
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prove that (却)o is an isomorphism. Hence the period map is a local isomorphism 
at 0 G 
We can represent elements in the above sheaf cohomologies as differential forms 
via Dolbeault isomorphism. 
First we choose an open covering of the total space M. as follows: 
Ui = {(0,5)1 Id < <e}Xi = {ClC?), 5 = (51,... ,520) 
Such that /(Ci, <5) = s 
Cr-ftk{Ck,s) onU^nUk, a = l，2. 
f g is holomorphic in (k and s. Let Ui = Z^ i A = Olu ,^ then (11^ ,2：^ ) is a 
holomorphic local coordinate system on X. 
Since f : M S is a： differentiable fiber bundle, if we take the holomorphic 
local coordinates (U“ Zi) as its differentiable local coordinates, = s) is a 
differentiable function in Zi and s, and (^ f (而，0) = zf. 
f*^M\s is a holomorphic subbundle of Y{？J^Cm � Os. We take a nowhere zero 
holomorphic section u \ S 
Locally, on the open subset hk, 
^ 20 ^ 




OS s=0 OS s=0 
+ 0)dCl'{zi, 0)八 — fi{zu 0)dC�,0)八 dz}. 
Let 0 = 0,(0), then by proposition 1.2.2, h(0) maps ct;(0)=从Zi, 0)dz}八 dz�to 
^ ^ (mod (2,0) form) = Mz“ 0)八 cb? — / 办 “ 0)夾f (而,0)八 dz} 
OS s=0 
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By [16] Chapter 4, the image of Kodaira-Spencer map Po{§;) is defined by the 
cocycle {Oik}, 
a二 1 
The Dolbeault representative of {6ik} is given by 
' ^ ds ^ dzf 
a-l 1 
Therefore •�Po (悬）maps a;(0) to 
P o ( ^ ) U a;(0) = “ 0)) 0 应 ) ( / 扣 , 0 ) d z l 八 dz，、 
+ i {diCiz,, 0)) 0 ( / 扣 , 0 ) d z l 八 dz，、 
= f i { z i , 0) A dzf -从z“ 0)夾 f (z“ 0)八 dz} 
This proves the proposition. 
• 
1.3 Moduli for polarlized K3 surfaces 
In order to obtain a coarse moduli space for K3 surfaces, one has to fix a polar-
ization on them. 
Definition 1.3.1 (Polarization). Let X be an algebraic K3 surface. A polar-
ization on X is a primitive divisor H on X, which is big and nef. 
Here H is a, primitive divisor means that Ci{Ox{H)) is a primitive element in 
H2(X’Z). , 
The reason why one needs polarization in order to get a possible moduli is in 
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general explained in terms of Hilbert polynomial. We refer the reader to [11 
preface B. A polarization of degree 2k is of Hilbert polynomial = + 2. 
A pair (X, H) with {H, H) = 2k is called a polarized K3 surface of degree 2k. 
We are going to set up the moduli problem for polarized K3 surface of degree 2k. 
First we say two pairs (X, H ) � H ' ) if there exist biholomorphism r \ X 
X' and Ox{H)�T''OX'[H'). Set 
f(pt) = { (X, H) is a polarized K3 surface of degree 2k } / � 
Second we define a family of polarized K3 surface of degree 2k as a pair ( / : X ^ 
5, C) which satisfies: 
a) / is a smooth morphism of varieties; 
b) C is an invertible sheaf on X] 
c ) ( 尸 � , £ 1 , - 1 ⑷）gKp力). 
Third if ( / ： X ^ C) and ( f : X' ^ S, C') are two families, we write (/，C)� 
{ f , C) if there exists an 5-isomorphism r : X ^ X'^ an invertible sheaf 8 on S, 
and an isomorphism T*C' = C<S) f*B. 
Last, we define 
f(5) = { ( / : X 5, >C)|(/, C) is a family of polarized K3 surface of degree 2k } / � 
Definition 1.3.2 (Coarse Moduli). A coarse moduli space for a moduli prob-
lem is a variety J\4, together with a natural transformation $ : f —> Hom(—, Ai) 
satisfying 
1. ^{pt) is a bijective 
2. for any variety J\f and any natural transformation ^ : f —> Hom(—, A/‘), 
there exists a unique natural transformation fl : Hom(—, A4) —> Hom(—, A/‘) 
such that ^ = o 
Remark 1.3.3. (i) This definition looks rather abstract. Actually ^{S){X)= 
电(pt) o vx where vx S — ^(jpt) associates each point s in S with the equivalent 
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class [Xs] of its fiber. 
(ii) The condition 2 implies the uniqueness of M, if it exists, up to isomorphism. 
For the existence of coarse moduli for the stated moduli problem, we would like 
to quote the celebrated theorem of Viehweg. 
Theorem 1.3.4 (Viehweg). Let h G Q[Ti,T2] with h{Z x Z) C Z be a poly-
nomial of degree n in Ti, and let m be the moduli functor of polarized manifolds 
with a semi-ample canonical sheaf defined over an algebraically closed field k of 
characteristic zero. Then there exists a coarse quasi-projective moduli scheme 
Mh for the sub-moduli functor rri/i of polarized manifolds (F, H) G m(k) with 
h{a,p) = x 妒③⑴口）for all a, p gN 
Here an invertible sheaf C is semi-ample if for some N > 0 the sheaf C帳 is 
globally generated. For K3 surface, the canonical sheaf is trivial, hence semi-
ample by definition. Therefore Viehweg's big theorem applies for K3 surface. By 
setting h{Ti, T2) 二 + 2 = x(丑抓），theorem says that there is a coarse moduli 
space for polarized K3 surface of degree 2k. However, it is not the end of our 
story. For the moduli of polarized K3 surfaces, we have an explicit description of 
the abstract coarse moduli. 
Period Domain and Period Map Revisited 
Let (X, H) be a polarized K3 surface of degree 2k. The period point of (X，H) is 
defined as previous section except now we require the marking ( j ) : H^ (X, Z) 一 L 
map to a prescribed primitive element in L with (Ji, h) = 2k. We fix h once 
and for all polarized K3 surface of degree 2k. Existence of such cf) is guaranteed 
by the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.3.5. The isometry group 0(L) = 0(3,19; Z) ofL acts transiUvely on 
the set M = {/ G L|(/, I) = 2k, I is primitive in L}. 
Proof: it is actually a consequence of a theorem by James: let W’L be even 
lattices, L be unimodular, if rank W < rank L, then W admits a unique embedding 
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in L up to isometry. 
Here we set W = < 2k >. Each element in M is an embedding of W in L. The 
theorem says that they are isometrically equivalent. 
• 
Define 
n{h) = {[c^]eP(Lc)|(c^,a;) = 0 , ( — ) � 0 , ( a ; , " ) = 0} 
m = {geO{J.)\g{h) = h] 
Since {ux, H) = 0, the period point of {X, H) is in VL{h). It is possible of course to 
avoid any reference to the vector h e L. In fact, by lemma 1.3.5, any two choices 
of h are equivalent modulo isometries of L. Hence the isomorphism class of fl{h) 
only depends on k. A specific choice of in L shows that is isomorphic to 
the following space 
Q(k) = {[to] E P(Lfc(g)C)|(a;,u;) = 0, {UJ.CO) > 0} 
Here Lk = < -2k�①丑 ® 丑 © -Es 0 -Eg 
Denote O(Lfc) the corresponding discrete subgroup of 0{Lk) to T{h). Qk has two 
components, mapped to each other by conjugation. We choose either one and 
denote it by Dk. Thus flk = Dk U Dk- It is easy to see from proposition 1.2.1 
that 
竺 SOo(2，19) 
^ 一 SO(2,R) X SO(19) 
Here SOo(2,19) denote the connected component of SO(2,19) containing the 
identity. 
Each isometry in O(Lfc), viewed as an automorphism of domain either pre-
serve or exchange the two connected components of Those isometries pre-
serving Dk form a subgroup of index two of 0(La：), denoted by Hence if 
we set Tk 二 A O—(Lfc), we have 
m 二 m ^ Dk 
r(") 一 6(L,) — r. 
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J), A ^  聊） 
By [1], is a quasi-projective variety. We define the penod map rj : M — 
by sending each point in M to the equivalence class of its period point. 
Theorem 1.3.6 (Friedman), r] is an isomorphism. 
We refer the proof to Theorem (1.2) in [6 . 
Note that the coarse moduli is unique up to isomorphism (see Remark 1.3.3), we 
have the following theorem 
Theorem 1.3.7. — is the coarse moduli for polarized K3 surface of degree 2k. 
Chapter 2 
Arakelov-Yau Type Inequalities 
For K3 Surfaces 
2.1 A Short Introduction to Hodge Theory 
2.1.1 Variation of Hodge Structrue 
Hodge Structure 
Definition 2.1.1 (Hodge Structure). A Hodge structure of weight n, denoted 
as {Hz, HP,q}，is given by a lattice Hz of finite rank together with a decomposition 
on its complexification H = Hz 0 C : 




Remark 2.1.2. Above decomposition of H is called Hodge decomposition of H. 
There is an equivalent way to formulate the Hodge structure in terms of Hodge 
filtration: 
22 
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A Hodge structure of weight n, denoted as {HZ,FP}, is given by a lattice Hz 
of finite rank together with a decreasing filtration on its complexification H = 
Hi® C: 
0 C 广 C 广 - 1 CF^ = H 
such that for each p 
H 兰 F^ 0 F 几—p+i 
Example 2.1.3 (Hodge). LetX be a compact Kdhler manifold. For any integer 
n take 
Hz = Z)/torsion 
Then 
H = ih 公 c = ir\x, c) = c ) - 0 HP,q� 
p-\-q=n 
{Hz-, is a Hodge structure of weight n. 
Example 2.1.4 (Deligne [5]). 4^5 in 2.1.3 but with X any smooth complete 
abstract algebraic variety over C. Such a variety need not be Kdhler. 
A polarized algebraic variety is a pair (X, C) consisting of an algebraic variety X 
together with an ample line bundle C on X. Let uj 二 Ci(;C) G Z). Define 
by multiplication by UJ. We recall below two fundamental theorems of Lefschetz. 
Theorem 2.1.5 (Hard Lefschetz Theorem). On a polarized algebraic vari-
ety (X, C) of dimension d, 
is an isomorphism for every positive integer k < d. 
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Thus 
is an isomorphism. The primitive cohomology C) is defined to be the kernel 
of L^-^+i ： H几(X,C) — H2知几+2(X,C). For a geometric interpretation when C 
is a hyperplane section of X , we refer the reader to [9] p 122. 
Theorem 2.1.6 (Lefschetz Decomposition Theorem). On a polarized alge-
braic variety (X, C), we have for any integer n the following decomposition: 
[ f ] 
C) ^ C) 
k=0 
It follows that the primitive cohomology groups determine the full complex co-
homology. 
Let (X, C) as above. Define 
Hz = p" (x，c )n ir (x ,z ) 
and 
二 P几 (X,C)nlF，锁 
Then {Hz, H '^"^ } is a Hodge structure of weight n. Moreover, on this Hodge 
structure there is a bilinear form 
Q ： Hi X Hi 
given by 
Q(也釣 二 （ ― [ 々 A T M ^ " — “ 
Jx 
This bilinear form makes {Hz, H�]]^ into a polarized Hodge structure in the 
following sense. 
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Definition 2.1.7 (Polarized Hodge Structure). A polarized Hodge structure 
of weight n, denoted as {Hz, HP,q, Q} or {Hz, Fp, Q}, is given by a Hodge struc-
ture of weight n together with a bilinear form 
Q ： Hz X Hz 
which is symmetric for n even and skew-symmetric for n odd, satisfying the two 
Hodge-Riemann bilinear relations: 
(a) 二 0 unless p 二 n _ q', q = n-p' 
(b) 一q�Q{ip, {[i) > 0 for any nonzero element ijj in IP气X) 
This bilinear form Q is called a polarization of the Hodge structure. 
Remark 2.1.8. Because of technical reasons, it is necessary to consider the po-
larized Hodge structures on the primitive parts of the cohomology groups, rather 
than the Hodge structure. By virtue of Lefschetz decomposition theorem, these 
sub-Hodge structure completely determine the full Hodge structure, no informa-
tion is lost in doing so. 
Classifying Spaces 
Let Hz be a fixed lattice, n an integer, Q a bilinear form on Hz which is symmetric 
if n is even and skew-symmetric if n is odd, and {/i^'^} a collection of integers 
such that p + q = n and ^ hP'^ 二 rankHz. 
Definition 2.1.9 (Classifying Space). The classifying space D for the polar-
ized Hodge structure of type {Hz, hP,q, Q} is the set of all collections of suhspaces 
ofH = such that 
丑 二 ㊉ IF’g, dimIF’g = hP,q 
p-\-q—n 
and on which Q satisfying the two Hodge-Riemann bilinear relations. 
Proposition 2.1.10. D is a complex manifold. 
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Proof: First define the compact dual £) of as the subspace of the flag manifold 
Hp^o Gr(广，H) consisting of the filtrations {F^} on H satisfying the first bilinear 
relation (a). Here fP = ^ It suffices to show D is an complex manifold 
k>P 
since D is an open subset of D. It is obvious that D is defined by a system of 
polynomials. So D is an algebraic variety. 
It leaves us to check its smoothness. For these, we introduce the following Lie 
groups 
Gz = Aut(i7z,Q) 
GE = Aut(i7M,Q) 
Gc = Aut(Fc,Q) 
It is straightforward to show Gc acts on D transitively. Hence D must be smooth 
since Gc transforming open ball (such a smooth open ball exists since possible sin-
gularity is of codimension 1) to anywhere in D. 
• 
Over D there are universal holomorphic subbundles TP — D which are just 
tautological subbundles of D. Their quotient bundles 
fv 
np，q = — — 
are called the universal Hodge bundles. Because of the second bilinear relation 
(6)，each Hodge bundle has a G® -invariant metric ,—)’ making 
it into a Hermitian vector bundle and decomposing into 
= ?r ’o ® … ① 凡 几 
As is well known, any Hermitian vector bundle has a canonical connection (metric 
connection) and therefore the determined curvature, which is the entrance to the 
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study of Hodge theory from differential geometrical point of view. 
Variation of Hodge Structure 
A variation of Hodge structure includes the following ingredients 
a) a connected complex manifold S 
b) a flat holomorphic bundle Tic — S with a flat bundle of lattices Hz such 
that n z ® O s = He 
c) an integer k 
d) a flat non-degenerate bilinear form Q on Tic which is rational with respect 
to the lattice bundle Hz, and which is symmetric if k is even and skew-
symmetric if k is odd. 
e) a decreasing filtration 
He = 〕 … 〕 〕 J ^ + i 〕 … 〕 厂 〕 { 0 } 
of He by holomorphic subbundles. 
These objects are to satisfy the following two conditions: 
i) For each point s G 5, the fibres J='P of the bundle J^P constitutes the Hodge 
filtration of a Hodge structure of weight k on the fibre of Tic at s, and Q 
restricts to the fiber a polarization of this Hodge structure. 
ii) Let V be the flat connection of Tic, then for 1 < p < A; 
V : — : R � 9 } s 
Remark 2.1.11. Condition ii) is the so-called infinitesimal period relation pro-
posed by Griffiths. Because of this relation, a variation of Hodge structure induces 
a system of Hodge bundles as follows. Let 
"pp 
EP,q = — 
JTP+i 
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Because of the infinitesimal period relation, V induces bundle homomorphisms 
by restricting to each Hodge bundle, 
When the variation of Hodge structure arising from geometry (defined immediately 
below), QP'q can also obtained by cupping product the Hodge bundles EP'q with the 
Kodaira-Spencer class. This is what says in Griffiths,s paper [7] Prop. 2.16 
The case of primary interest is the variation of Hodge structure arising from the 
k-th primitive cohomology groups of the fibres of a family of polarized algebraic 
manifolds. 
Let X and S be connected complex manifolds. / : X ^ 5 is a surjective, proper, 
holomorphic map with connected fibres, which is everywhere of maximal rank. 
For each 5 G 5, the fibre 
Xs = r\s) c X 
is a compact complex submanifold since every point s G 5 is a regular value of 
/ . Let £ be a line bundle on X such that for each s e S, the pair (X^, C\xs) has 
the structure of polarized algebraic manifold, i.e produces an imbedding of 
Xs into a projective space. 
One can regard X 5 as a (7�-fiber bundle. Hence for each k between 0 and 
2n (n = dimcXs), we can associate a variation of polarized Hodge structure of 
weight k as follows: 
Fix a base point 0 G 5. Let 二 Z) and let be the flat lattice bundle 
associated to representation, 
P ： ^i(^) -
Let Hq be the complexification of Since the transition function is of integer 
coefficients, is a holomorphic vector bundle over S. The fibre of H^ over S 
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can be naturally identified with By semicontinuity theorem in [14 
Theorem 6, the integers = dimi/P气Xs) depends upper semicontinuously on 
s. Since their sum, extended over all p and q with p-\- q 二 k, remains constant, 
the individual summands must also stay constant. Thus one can again quote [14 
Theorem 9 to conclude that there exists -subbundle HP'q C H^ with the fibre 
HP,q(Xs) over s e S. For 0 < p < k, = 0 is then also a C^-subbundle 
i>p 
of n^. Let _ 
V ： — 
be the flat connection(Gauss-Mannin connection in the literature). It is now 
possible to state a basic theorem due to Griffiths on the variation of Hodge 
structure . 
Theorem 2.1.12. (Griffiths) The subbundle T^ C H各 are holomorphic subbun-
dles. Furthermore, for each p, 
V ： :fp — : F P � n \ 
This theorem is appeared in [7] II, Theorem (1.27). 
To get polarization on the Hodge structure, we have to restrict everything to 
its primitive counterpart. It is safe to do restriction on everything since L = 
CI{C\XQ) G H^(Xo,Q) is 7ri(5) -invariant. In order not to make notion messier, 
we keep the notion for the resulting variation of Hodge structure after restric-
tion. Parallel transporting the polarization of the Hodge structure on the fibre 
Xo yields a flat, non-degenerate bilinear form Q on H^ which on each fibre sat-
isfies the condition i) in the definition of variation of Hodge structure . 
Remark 2.1.13. We briefly call the variation of Hodge structure constructed 
above as variation of Hodge structure arising from geometry underlining the spec-
ification of some integer k. This is our basic model of variation of Hodge structure 
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.In this case, another equivalent way to formulate this is given by higher direct 
image sheaves. That is 
n-/k rsj Tfk r ^ 
n^c = 崎 
where = A^ 丄呂 the sheaf of relative differential forms. 
Period Map 
The systematic study of period map is initiated by Griffiths in [7] I,II. It is 
an equivalent thing to talk about variation of Hodge structure and period map. 
Given a weight k variation of Hodge structure {Hz, V, Q, S} over a connected 
complex manifold S, denoted by S the universal covering of S, one obtains a 
topologically trivial bundle ii<c over S with fibre (the fixed complex vector space) 
i7c(= Hi O C) by pulling back He to S. The subbundle C He pulls back 
to subbundle f 'P of He. At each point of S, the fibre of { ^ p } constitutes a 
Hodge filtration on the fixed vector space He. Thus one is led to consider the 
classifying space D for the polarized Hodge structure of type {Hz, Q, hP'q}. Here 
hP,q = rank^^. Each point of S then determines such a Hodge structure (a point 
in D). In this way, one obtains a mapping 
Recall 7iz is the lattice bundle associated to the representation p : tti � 一 
Q\{Hz). Because Q is flat with respect to V, the image of p actually lies in Gz-
One calls the subgroup 
monodromy group of the variation of Hodge structure . One views S as tti {S)-
� ~ 
principal bundle TT \ S 一 S. Let 5 G 5, t i , G 5, such that tt(力i) = 7r(t2) = s. 
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Then 3 ) G 7ri(5), s.t 7(ti)=亡2. By construction of the Hodge structure over 
ti is transformed to the one over t) by the element ^(7) G Gz- i.e 
^(7^1) = P ( 7 ) . 帥 1) 
Therefore $ drops to a mapping 
This is Griffiths's period map for the variation of Hodge structure in question. 
Theorem 2.1.14 (Griffiths). The period map is holomorphic，locally lift able， 
and the local liftings are horizontal 
Remark 2.1.15. i)Local lifting means the following diagram commutes: 
S D 
• i 
S 么 T\D 
a) The holomorphic tangent bundle Tp of D, 
k p 
To C 0 0 
p = l r = l 
A priori the. differential of the period map 
d(t):Ts^ Td 
goes into the full tangent bundle. However, the horizontality property of period 
k 
map says that, in fact, dcf) maps Ts into the subbundle ^ ^ H o r n , Ti^"^^). 
p=i 
A Curvature Formula of Hodge Bundle 
Let {Hz, J^, V, Q, S} be a variation of Hodge structure of weight k. The variation 
of Hodge structure induces a system of Hodge bundles.(see Remark 2.1.11) 
(E, = ( 0 EP,q, 0 � ： E P ' ^ —五p-1,州 0 
p+q=k p+q=k 
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By the virtue of second Hodge-Riemann bilinear relation, ，—）define 
a metric on Hodge bundle EP,q. If one defines the Weil operator C : E — E by 
C|胸=(V^)" . Id 
Then Q{C ,") defines the Hodge metric h which makes E a Hermitian vector 
bundle. 
Remark 2.1.16. The Hodge metric is the Hermitian-Yang-Mills metric onE(cf.[23]) 
The existence of Hermitian- Yang-Mills metric implies the polystablity of the Hodge 
bundle E. 
Let denote the curvature form of Hodge metric on Hodge bundle EP,q. 
denote the complex conjugation and adjoint of QP,q with respect to h. We shall 
prove the following curvature formula. 
Proposition 2.1.17. Let ( , )h be the Hodge metric and e, e' two C�-sections 
of Hodge bundle EP，q. Then 
(B^'^e, e\ = [eP,qe,�e% + (C-'e，邦仏 
Proof: By definition, one should show the following equality: 
Consider the defining exact sequence of vector bundles, 
0 — E — 县 — 0 
J^p 
0 -> jn^+i — EP，q —0 
Using the curvature formulas for holomorphic subbundle and quotient bundle (cf. 
9] p.71-79), one has 
0JFP = 0E|jrp+fAcr 
= G ) ” | 丑P，g + ry 八 � T 
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Here <7 : JP^  —务（g) ^^(resp. ry : JT奸i (g) Q^) is the second fundamental 
form of J^P in E(resp. JP +^i in J='p). 
Since Hodge metric is a flat metric, 6e = 0 and thus 
OP，q = EEP，q =(矿八 cr)|£;p，g + riAff 
Since there is only a difference of sign on each component of Hodge bundle be-
tween •(Gauss-Mannin connection) and the (l，0)-part of the metric connection 
of Hodge metric, by the definition of one deduces that 
(矿八(7)bp，g = Sp^ ep,q 
ryAif 二 6IP+I，H A 趕+1，H 
This proves the proposition. 
• 
2.1.2 Degeneration of Variation of Hodge Structure 
After giving a short account of basic of variation of Hodge structure , we are ready 
to touch a large topic about the degeneration of variation of Hodge structure . 
As one can be motivated by the phenomena shown in the following theorem due 
to Viehweg-Zuo, 
Theorem 2.1.18 (Vieweg-Zuo). Let f : X — Y be a surjective morphism 
with connected general fibre F. Assume that f is not hirationally isotrivial, and 
that one of the following conditions holds true: 
a) K(F) = dim(F)., 
b) F has a minimal model F' with a semi-ample canonical Q^-divisor KF'. 
Then f has at least 
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i) three singular fibres is Y = P^; 
a) one singular fibre if Y is an elliptic curve. 
if one uses Hodge theory in order to get some global aspects of geometry of family, 
one has to deal with degeneration of variation of Hodge structure . 
Asymptotic Behaviour of Variation of Hodge Structure 
Since the analysis of asymptotic behavior approaching singularity is of local na-
ture, we will deal with the local version of variation of Hodge structure {Hz, • , Q, A*}. 
We assume in addition that the monodromy transformation is unipotent. Let t be 
a local parameter of the punctured disk A*. The problem we have in mind is to 
study the behavior of the Hodge structure EP,q as t approaches to 0. The problem 
becomes more manageable if one represents the bundles as the pull back of the 
universal Hodge bundles over the classifying space via the period map (of course, 
one need pass to the universal covering of the base manifold). The behavior of 
the Hodge bundle EP,q near origin can be described in terms of the singularities 
of the period map. 
Let p : 7ri(A*) — Gz be the monodromy representation. Denote by T the 
Picard-Lefschetz transformation of Hz which is just the image of the generator 
of 7ri(A*) under p. The variation of Hodge structure induces the period map 
0 : A* r \ D, T = lmp 
The universal covering of A* is the upper half plane denoted as M. Then we have 
the following commutative diagram:(see Remark 2.1.15 i)) 
m ^ D 
TT丄 • 丄 
A* ^ r \ D 
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Here 
TT ： A* 
z exp(27rz2：) == i 
Note that 
+ 二 T . 歪 0 ) 
T is unipotent by assumption, that is, 3m G Z+, s.t (T - / ) 爪 = 0. Hence its 
logarithm can be defined by a finite sum : 
N - logT = (T — / ) - (T “ 斤 + … + (_1 广 了 广 
2 m 
Remark 2.1.19. i) Actually, we can even assume that m above equals the weight 
of the variation of Hodge structure . This fact is the stronger form of monodromy 
theorem, which is proved in different ways by A.Landman and N.Katz in geomet-
rical case and by W.Schwid in general. 
ii) N is a nilpotent element in the Lie algebra of Gr since T is an element in 
Gz C Gk, and expN = T. 
Set 
屯(2：) = exp(-zN) . G b 
Then 
屯 0 + 1 ) = 屯 0 ) 
So that 屯 descends to a single-valued map on A*. More explicitly, 
_ = 
= e x P ( 普 ) ’ 嘲 ） 
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Theorem 2.1.20 (Griffiths-Schmid). The map 仏 ： A * — extends holo-
morphically across the origin. 
We denote the extended holomorphic map still as 水 
Definition 2.1.21 (Nilpotent Orbit). The nilpotent orbit of the variation of 
Hodge structure {TCz, V, Q, C} is the map 
given by 
O = expOAO .柳） 
The nilpotent orbit satisfies 
0{z + l) = T'0{z) 
W.Schimid's nilpotent orbit theorem says that this nilpotent orbit is a very good 
approximation of the original period map. 
Theorem 2.1.22 (Nilpotent Orbit Theorem). 
a) The nilpotent orbit is horizontal 
b) There exists nonnegative constants A, B such that for Im z > A, the nilpotent 
orbit takes values in D, and has estimate 
d 剛 , 屯 ⑷ ) < ( I 二 ) s � 
^ 乂乃 \ )) — exp(27rlm z) 
Here d denotes a Q^-invariant distance function on D. 
In a way the nilpotent orbit theorem enables one to reduce most questions about a 
general variation of Hodge structure on A* to questions about the approximating 
nilpotent orbit. However, studying nilpotent orbits seems to be a deeper matter 
than the nilpotent orbit theorem itself. Very detailed information about nilpotent 
orbits is given by W.Schmid's SL2-orbit theorem. Roughly speaking, given a 
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nilpotent orbit O : M. D, the SL2-orbit theorem enables us to construct a 




for some constant C. Here we remind the reader that 
SO(2) , y 
Thus the nilpotent orbit and SL2-orbit are asymptotic to each other. 
The SL2-orbit theorem is needed in concrete applications such as the stronger 
form of monodromy theorem, the fixed-part theorem over a non-complete alge-
braic variety, and the existence of mixed Hodge structure on the limiting filtration. 
For the precise formulation about SL2-orbit theorem, we refer the reader to 
W.Schmid's original paper [19], and for many interesting studies on the degener-
ating of variation of Hodge structure , [21],[30] and [4] are classical references in 
addition to [19 . 
Extension of System of Hodge Bundles 
We restrict ourselves to variation of Hodge structure over algebraic curve. Let 
C be a smooth, projective curve. Set CQ = C — S, the complement of a reduced 
divisor(i.e N different points) on C. 
Given a variation of Hodge structure {Eq, V, Q, CO}, we assume in addition 
that local monodromy around each component of S is unipotent. In situation 
of variation of Hodge structure arising from geometry, such an assumption is 
equivalent to say that each singular fibre is a reduced, normal crossing divisor of 
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total space. 
We want to extend the associated system of Hodge bundles 
(Eo,知）二 ( 0 E g � 0 C ) , C : 五 r - 柯 — � 琳 。 
over S. 
A priori the Hodge bundles 丑厂 are holomorphic vector bundles. If the base is 
smooth and complete, then by Serre's GAGA theorem, the Hodge bundles are 
also algebraic bundles. However, even if the base is not complete, the Hodge 
bundles can be given an algebraic structure which is uniquely characterized by a 
growth condition of its sections. This is the so-called algebraization theorem due 
to Cornalba and Griffiths, (cf. [3]) 
Theorem 2.1.23 (Algebraization Theorem). Let {E, • , Q, S} be a vari-
ation of Hodge structure . Then for each p, ！fP is locally generated by finite 
sections with moderate growth, that is 
||e(t)||=0((log|t|)-^) 
for a local parameter t and for some positive integer a. Furthermore, there is a 
unique algebraic structure on each J^P such that the algebraic sections are given 
by those with moderate growth. 
Let us come back to the local version { E q , ^ , V, Q, A*} first. The idea of 
extending over origin is to twist every flat multi-valued section of by 
e x p ( - ^ i V ) . Let e(t) be a flat section of Then e(e2冗�-1) = T - e{t). One ZTri 
defines 
It is clear that ae{t) is a single-valued holomorphic section of J^ over A*. Let 
Hto be a general fibre of Eo. Set = Ff^ - Thus {F^^} gives a filtration of 
vector space Ht^. The privileged extension of is defined as follows. 
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Definition 2.1.24 (Privileged Extension). For each p, the privileged exten-
sion o / ^ —> A* to J^^ A is given by {a^} to be a holomorphic frame, as e 
ranges over a basis of . 
Returning to the global situation, for each p, we then have a privileged extension 
of ^ to a vector bundle over C. By GAGA theorem, there is an algebraic 
structure on P . However, the following estimate implies this algebraic structure 
agrees with the intrinsic algebraic structure described by algebraization theorem. 
Proposition 2.1.25. On any angular sector of A*, the Hodge length of a holo-
morphic flat, multi-valued section e of J^ satisfies 
Ciilog j)-' <\\e{t)f < epilog j ) ' 
for some positive constants Ci, C2, k. 
Actually, a generating section of J^P over A (A is an analytically small open 
neighborhood of one component of S) is of form exp(—•；r—N) • e{t) where e � 
ZTTZ 
is a holomorphic flat, multi-valued section of J^p over A*. Since N is unipotent, 
the entries of are polynomial functions of log Hence 
ZTTZ t 
l | e x p ( -盖 AO.e � II 二 0 ( ( l � g # ” 
That is, the generating sections of ！F^ over A are of moderate growth. 
Moreover 
This shows the regular-singularity of the flat connection, i.e 
• : — - 1(g)咖ogSO 
Here r2j;.(log S) is the sheaf of log differential forms. Therefore, by setting EP�q = 
^ ^ and inducing from V, one gets a canonical extension of system of Hodge 
bundles: 
(E, 0) 二（① 0 6>则)，沪“：EP,q £；?^―1’计 1 (8) n}.{log S) 
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2.2 Arakelov-Yau Type Inequalities for Family 
of K3 Surfaces Over Curve 
Let C denote a smooth projective curve of genus q over C, and S C C a finite set 
of points, and f : X^ ^ C^ = C — S a. smooth family of algebraic K3 surfaces, 
which extends to a family f : X — C with semi-stable singular fibres over S. 
We assume local monodromies of R^/^Z^o are unipotent. We take the weight-2 
variation of Hodge structure attached to this family. 
Hz 二 
The system of Hodge bundles from this variation of Hodge structure is 
(Eo，^o) = ( 0 0 C ) ， C : 一 E P 严 � nbo 
p+q=2 p+q=2 
There is a canonically extended system of Hodge bundles over C from the previous 
section. 
(E, 60 二（① EP,q, 0 妒,q ： EP,q — 五 ^ ^ - ！ ， 计 ！ � n}.{iogS) 
p+q=2 p+q=2 
Here EP,q = A), A = /"^{S) which is a reduced normal crossing 
divisor from the semi-stable condition. 
Remark 2.2.1. The defining sequence of {log A) is 
0 — r^ l i^ogS) -> ^^^(logA) — 4 0 
And define 么)= A ^ A). When A is a reduced normal crossing 
divisor, ^)； the top exterior power, is equal to the relative canonical 
sheaf 00x\c = � x ® (f*u^c)—i. All of these sheaves are locally free. 
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One considers the following sequence of Kodaira-Spencer maps: 
f.coxic = 於 0 ^ 丑1’1 0 ^^Mlog^) e，丑 0 ’ 2 � 
The main theorem we shall prove in this section is the following Arakelov-Yau 
type inequalities for families of K3 surfaces over algebraic curve. 
Theorem 2.2.2 (Jost-Zuo (i)，Sun-Tan-Zuo (ii)). 
(i) If ((9i’i (8) id) o 沪，。^  0，then deg f,ux\c < - 2 + 
(ii) If (6>i，i (8) id) o 6>2，o = 0，then deg f,ux\c < i ( 2 g - 2 + |t5). 
Remark 2.2.3. (i) In general, Yau [29] proved the generalized Schwarz inequal-
ity, which can be formulated in the following form. Let (M, ds) be a Hermitian 
manifold with holomorphic hisectional curvature hounded above by a negative con-
stant K, and let {C — S, ds^) be the Poincare metric which is a complete met-
ric on the punctured Riemann surface with constant curvature -1. Then there 
exists a positive constant c, such that for any nonconstant holomorphic map 
(j) •. C — S — M, one has 
( j ) * d s < c. ds^ (*) 
That is the reason why we call the inequalities (i) and (ii) in the above theorem 
are of Arakelov-Yau type. 
(ii) For a non-isotrivial family of polarized projective manifolds, one applies Yau's 
Schwarz lemma to the period map associated to this family. M here is an arith-
metic quotient space of the classifying space D. In general, the holomorphic sec-
tional curvature of D is not hounded above away from zero, but the holomorphic 
sectional curvature along the horizontal directions is hounded above hy a negative 
constant (cf. [10]) and Griffiths [7] II showed the period map maps the holomor-
phic tangent bundle of the base manifold into the horizontal subbundle of D. In 
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principle, one integrates (*) both sides on C — S to yield an inequality. However, 
we do not approach the theorem in this way. It seems hard to show the quantity 
property of Arakelov- Yau inequalities by this means. 
(Hi) The number 2q — 2 -{- ^S is the degree of the log differential QQ{logS). This 
is computed by the exact sequence of residue map: 
Proposition 2.2.4. Let (E, 0) be the canonically extended system of Hodge bun-
dles over C. F is a 0-invariant sub sheaf o/E. i.e. 
0 : F F ^Q}c{\ogS) 
then degF < 0. 
Proof: This is a direct consequence of the Main theorem in [24] p.755. which 
says that (E, 6) is a poly stable Higgs bundle of degree 0 
• 
Corollary 2.2.5 (Jost-Zuo). Consider the Kodaira-Spencer map on the canon-
ically extended Hodge bundles. 
�:EP,q — 1，计 1 (8) nl^ilogS) 
Let KP,q = Ker((9P'^) and QP,q = Coker((9^^’”. Then 
(i) degir '^^  < 0 
(ii) deg((Q则)* � QMlog 幻）<0 
Proof: (i) follows directly from proposition 2.2.4. 
(ii) Dualizing the following exact sequence 
上 EP-1’计 1 ( 8 )柳o g 5 0 —QP'Q — 0 
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and tensoring with Q^ilog 5), one obtains an exact sequence 
0 — — ；产 1，计 1)* ^ 
with 6>*((QP，卞(g) Q^(log5)) = 0. 
Following from a general result on compatibility of filtered regular Higgs bundle 
with dual operation in [24] proposition 3.1, (E*, is the canonically extended 
system of Hodge bundles corresponding to the dual of the original variation of 
Hodge structure . Applying proposition 2.2.4 again, we get 
• 
Proof of theorem:(i) Let IP,q = KP,q, as corollary 2.2.5. Split 沪，。 
into the following two exact sequences: 
0 ^2,0 五2，0 ^ /2，o _ 0 
0 — /2，o — ^ (52，o — 0 
By the additivity of degree, we have 
deg J^ 2，。二 deg K2’o + deg /^，。 
= d e g K2，o + deg (五i’i (8) n}.{\og S)) — deg 
二 deg K2，o + deg Ei’i + rk£;i’i . deg S)) — deg 
By corollary 2.2.5, we know that 
d e g i ^ 2 ’ G < 0 
-degQ2’�= deg(Q2，。)* <-rkQ'''• deg(Q'a(log S)) 
Because of (BQ^)* = EQ^, and compatibility of extension with dual operation, 
we have (E '^^ )* =五I ' l . Hence degE^'^ 二 0. Putting everything altogether, the 
following inequality is true 
deg 五2，。< - rkQ '^O) . degl7^(log5) 
= d e g (log 5) 
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(i) is proved. 
(ii) Now we assume (伊’i 0 id) o 没2，o = Q Thus one has the following factor map 
沪，。：五2，。—五ii’i � nyiog 幻 = /2，o 
where E^'^ C E^'^^BI'^ is a rank 2 没-invariant subbundle. Applying propo-
sition 2.2.4，we have © B}'^) < 0. i.e d e g ^ ' i < — degE2，o Consider 
the following exact sequence: 
0 = i^ 2，o —丑2，o ^  ^1,1 ③ 咖 o g 5 ) ^ 0 
As the argument in i), we have 
deg = deg K '^^  + deg (f} '^ 0 5)) 
= d e g K ' ' ' + deg 辟^ + deg S)) 
< - d e g V deg 
So, deg五2，o < ^degQ}y(logS). This proves (ii). 
• 
2.3 Application to Rigidity Theorem 
Let C be a non-singular projective curve of genus q, and let 5 C C be a finite set 
of points. 
Assumption: Let A4k3 be the moduli functor of algebraic K3 surface. We 
assume that there exists a compactification of moduli functor A4k3 of A4k3-
Denote by M(resp. M) the coarse moudli scheme of Mrs)- And we 
also assume an ample invertible sheaf A over M, such that, for f : X Y E 
MkzO^)', and (j) :Y M the induced morphism, one has the following equality: 
= f*CJx/Y (*) 
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Let H = Hom((C, C - S), (M, M)) be the scheme parametrizing morphisms 
(j) \ C M with (j)(C — S) C M. In this section, we want to study the subscheme 
F of H, which contains all points [0] G H, induced by a family of algebraic K3 
surfaces that is smooth over C — S. 
From theorem 2.2.2, we learn that, for a family / : X —> C as above, one has 
degf.LOx/c < 2g - 2 + tt^  
Thereby 
deg(f A = degU^x/c < - 2 + tt5) 
Then for all morphisms (f) in subschme F, deg0*A is bounded above by the con-
stant (2g — 2 + tt5). This implies F is a quasi-projective variety, (cf. [26]) Now 
we consider the subvariety T of F, in which deg0*入 is bounded below strictly by 
— 2 + U5). We shall show the following proposition 
Zi 
Proposition 2.3.1. Let T be the subvariety of F parametrizing the morphism 
'(/)] e F satisfying inequality 秦(2g — 2 + J^) < degcjfX <2q-2-\- US'. Then T is 
Zi 
a finite set. 
Suppose f : X ^ C corresponds to a point 0 G T. From the equality (*), we know 
that degf^ujx/c > - (2g — 2 + {|5). So by theorem 2.2.2 (ii), the iterated Kodaira-
Spencer map of f is nonzero. Since K3 surface is two dimensional Calabi-Yau 
manifold, the above proposition is a corollary of the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.3.2 (Viehweg-Zuo). Let f : X — C be a family of n-dimensional 
Calabi-Yau manifolds over smooth projective curve C. If n-th iterated Kodaira-
Spencer map of f is non-zero, then f is a rigid family. 
Remark 2.3.3. Viehweg-Zuo in [26] proves the following rigidity theorem: Let 
f : X ^ C — S he family of n-dimensional polarized manifolds over smooth 
quasi-projective curve C — S. If n-th iterated absolute Kodaira-Spencer map of f 
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is non-zero, then / is a rigid family. They use hard cyclic covering constructions 
in the proof. However, such a technique can be avoided in case of Calabi- Yau 
manifolds, which is pointed out by Prof. Zuo, just because the triviality of canon-
ical bundle. 
We shall prove this theorem by two different approaches. One is to use the 
positivity property of direct image of relative dualizing sheaf. The other is to use 
splitting of local system over C. 
Proof of Theorem: Suppose f is not a rigid family. Thus the tangent space of 
F at [/] is nonzero. Since F is quasi-projective, we can choose a quasi-projective 
curve To in F, such that family f deforms along Tq. That is to say, there is a 
non-isotrivial family g :Y ^ C xT e Mk3(0 X T), such that Tq is contained 
in the smooth projective curve T as the complement of divisor H, and such that 
the following diagram commutes: 
X 4 Y 
/ 丄 口 i 9 
C ^ C xT = B 
Method 1: Consider weight n variation of Hodge structure associated to family 
g. Let (E,6>) = ( ^ ^ 外” be the canonically extended system of 
p-\-q=n p+q=n 
Hodge bundles. Let D = S x T + C x H, BQ = B - D. The n-th iterated 
Kodaira-Spencer map 
(T = 1 O . . . O 0 几: g^uy/B — ICg.Oy (8) S'^nlilog D) 
is nonzero since the restriction of 0几 to C is nonzero by condition. 
Set U = I m ( 没 t h e n one gets a non-zero map 
= g.uJY/B ^ J^ 
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Note that (9几+1 = 0, A/‘ C By corollary 2.2.5 (i), J\f is semi-negative on 
B. Since g^ cuy/B is ample by assumption, g柳/b 0 J^^ is a big invertible sheaf 
on B. Because 
S^nlilogD) = 二 ^ ^prJ^^^Qogi/)^ 
a+/3=n 
we set P : S^'flBi^ogD) S)"" be the projection onto the first factor. 
Then the composite map 
is nonzero over a dense open subset of B. This is because the restriction of P o ^ 
to C is nonzero by condition. However, if we restrict P o ^ to a general T, then 
we have the following nonzero map 
The right hand side sheaf ifA is big on T, hence has positive degree. This means 
that there is NO nonzero map of i^A to Or- A contradiction. 
Method 2: We consider the induced variation of Hodge structure on End(E), 
and the corresponding system of Hodge bundles of weight 0. 
(End ( E ) , � d ) = (E，0) (g) (E*, - r ) 
The Kodaira-Spencer map ^ : E —> E 0 Q^(logZ)) induces a map 
with d 0 ( 7 ^ ( - l o g D ) ) C End(E)—i，i, and such that d0|so coincides with the 
differential of the period map CJ) BQ — T\D. 
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Lemma 2.3.4 (Zuo [31]Prop.2.1). 
Note that 
Tb{- log D) = prlTci-log 5) © pr ;TT(- log H) 
Let t be a general point of T. Restricting d</) to Ct, one gets 
: TcA- log 5) e Oct End(E)|c, 
and hence a section 6 : Oct — End(E)|c7 .^ The flatness of 6 is also shown to us by 
Jost-Yau. (cf. [12]) By the polystability of Higgs bundle (End(E)|c,, and 
above lemma, ^ is a flat section in End(E)|c^, which induces an endomorphism 
6 : E\ct — By complete reducibility of due to Delige, (cf. [19] p.275) 
one has a decomposition of Higgs bundle. 
= Ker(^) © Ker(約丄 
Since 8 is of Hodge type (-1,1),五•，几 C K e r � . A n d using the local Torelli 
theorem for Calabi-Yau manifolds along T-direction, one sees that E � � — ^ E|ct 
is injective. That is, E站 C K e r �丄 .T h i s implies the weights for K e r � and 
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